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Wine Portfolio 2016 
          

Red Wines 

Abruzzo 

 
2014 “Cinquemani” Montepulciano d’Abruzzo                            $39.95 

The palate is powerful, thick, with mature tannins and important but in great overall balance. Closes round, velvety 

yet fresh, with remarkable aromatic persistence. 

Basilicata 

 
2012 Aglianico del Vulture                                                     $19.95  
This wine features a garnet hue of attractive refinement. The bouquet is fruity and floral. Cherry and raspberry, but 
also violet on the palate, with fresh and clean expression.   
 
2011 Roinos                                     $64.95 
A miracle of concentration, austere, rich in fruit, with mature and soft tannins. Bouquet of excellent 
richness and elegance. A wide palate with abundance of extract, expressing itself in an overwhelmingly 
unique performance. A superb wine with a long and glorious capacity for aging. 

 
Campania 

 
2011 Taurasi Sant Andrea DOCG                                                                       $39.95  
The wealth and power: the Aglianico in its most classic and expressive version. 

 
Sardegna 

 
2014 Cannonau Di Sardegna DOC                                      $18.95 
Bright garnet colour, is intense, persistent, full and ethereal. The Cannonau bears long aging. It should be stored in a 
cool cellar at a constant temperature and dark. Ideal with very structured dishes such as red meat, game feathered and 
furred good with pecorino cheese as well.  
 

 
 
 

LEGEND 

Certified Organic:   

Natural:  
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Puglia 

 
2015 Primo Vespa Salento Primitivo         $17.95 
A PRIMITIVO SALENTO IGP, giving the typical velvet sensations of Primitivo, more black fruit oriented with a 
little more “sweetness” during all the tasting, this wine the most representative expression of the this New Line from 
the place where our winery is located, Manduria.  
 
2015 Vespa Amaro            $17.95 
A NEGRAMARO SALENTO IGP, with its typical fresh and well balanced red fruit, this wine is the perfect 
reinterpretation of red wines for daily consumption, perfect wine melting important characteristics with an enjoyable 
and fresh way to drink Apulia  
 
2014 Il Bruno dei Vespa “Rosso Manduria”                  $21.95  
Indigenous grapes.   Barrique mololactic and 4 months barrique with red fruity notes.  
 
2014 Raccontami Primitivo di Manduria DOC        $39.95 
The visual richness announces its decisive character and velvety impact. Its berry and spicy aroma discloses its 
remarkable and smooth drinkability.  Appropriate for rich meat dishes. 

 
Piemonte 

 
2011 Barbera D’Asti DOCG Superiore                                                         $16.95  
Ruby red tending towards garnet with ageing. The aroma is intense, ethereal, and persistent with interesting spicy 
notes. The flavour is full bodied, intense with tannins that are harmonious and balanced.  Excellent with game, roasts 
and cheese. 
 

 
2013 Rosso Della Motta Nebbiolo                                                      $19.95  
Ancient vineyards located on the historical Mottaliciata hills deliver this classic blend from North Piedmont, elegant 
and mineral, unique for its grace and spices aromatic richness.  

 
2012 Langhe DOC Rosso “Long Now”           $47.95 
The wine colour is violet-blush almost black and hardly transparent but also lively and particularly pleasant. The 
nose is marked with a varietal scent and aroma of ripe fruit, blackberry, raspberry and red cherry framing to the 
slight fragrance of vanilla. 
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2015 Dolcetto D’Alba DOC Munfrina            $21.95 
The visual impact is a beautiful purple red, very bright. The olfactory analysis reminds of fruit and typical aromas, 
including cherry. The taste is a nice balance among tannins, acidity and alcohol. The aftertaste, slightly bitter, 
reminds of almonds which is the typical characteristic of this wine.  

2010 Barbaresco “Nubiola” DOCG                                   $47.95  
This Giorgio Pelissero single cru Nubiola Barbaresco, ready to drink and outstanding.  2010 was a near perfect 
vintage. One of the best in the past couple decades. Considered among the top 3 Barbaresco producers in the world.  
This wine has a gorgeous bouquet full of complexity, extremely harmonic and well balanced.  

2010 Barbaresco DOCG Tulin                                              $123.95  
The nose expresses ample and fruity perfumes of magnesium and iron linked to the minerality of soil with well 
evident notes and a right contribution of wood. 

 

2011 Barbera La Cresta DOC                                    $36.95 
With an intense ruby verging on garnet red color, its perfume is intense and winish with the typical scent of the vine 
strain.  

2014 Nebbiolo Langhe                                                       $36.95 
Special Feature: Vinification takes place in a concrete egg. White peach, mandarin, red fruit and minerals and soft 

balance light weight yet pleasantly complex fresh and easy drinking. 

2011 “Rocche” Barolo                                                       $79.95  
This wine has an intense rub red colour; the bouquet is intense with hints of purple.  The taste is harmonious and 
complex.   

2009 Barolo Big D’ Big                                                     $130.00 (750mL), $250.00 (1.5L)  
The colour is deep ruby red; the perfume is rich, wide and continuous. The palate is full bodied and clear with velvety 
tannins.   

 

Sicily 

 
2015 Cerasuolo Di Vittoria DOCG          $34.95 
A simple red wine, best consumed young; a typical terroir-driven expression 
Accompaniments: This light, great fragrance and young wine, is a good red aperitif that matches very well with all 
the fish-dishes in which tomato sauce is present. Very well flavour-balanced with all the Mediterranean herbs 
preparation 
2012 Reseca Sicilia IGT Rosso          $64.95 
A classic red still wine of the Etna area. The particular volcanic soil and the local high hill climate, marked by 
relevant day-night temperature swing, confer to this cru the unique and unmistakable flavours and mouth feel typical 
of the Etnean wines. 
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2010 Nero Maccarj Sicilia IGT Nero         $64.95 
A cru made from Nero d'Avola grapes with complex and full-bodied characteristics typical of the wines from the area 
of Pachino where the native vines have thrived for centuries in an ideal environment. Production area: Val di Noto, 
between Pachino and Not 
 
2015 Rossojbleo Sicilia IGT Nero D’Avola          $28.95 
 A simple red wine, best consumed young; another way of expressing the Nero d'Avola Production area: Chiaramonte 
Gulfi (Ragusa). 
 
2012 Nerojbleo Sicilia IGT Nero D’Avola         $29.95 
A warm, solar red, with the striking characteristics of wine produced from the renown Nero'd'Avola, the Sicilian 
grape variety which has been cultivated for centuries on Mount Iblea in the province of Ragusa. 
 
2010 NeroBaronj Sicilia IGT Rosso          $49.95 
Baroni falls in between the exotic elegance of Bufaleffi and the raw power of Maccari. The bouquet is redolent of 
sweet blackberry fruit, with a slight meaty and minty nuance to it. The palate exudes substance and depth, acidity is 
ripe and make room for a long, savory finish, laced by polished if thick tannins. 
 

Tuscany 

 

2014 Chianti Colli Senesi DOCG                        $19.95  
This wine has an intense red color with perfume of cherry & currants.   

2013 Chianti Classico DOCG              $24.95  
Typical example in purity, red colour with traces of viola, with simple but interesting perfumes of plum, cherry and 
currant. It possesses an immediate but persistent, pleasant and versatile structure. This wine is balanced, has notes of 
fruits, wood and spices. 

2011 Do Ut Des “Super Tuscan”                                   $39.95  
Delicious super Tuscan, made from a lady wine maker, with a small Bordeaux and Brunello style influence. Robust 
fruit, soft tannins, great complexity, cherries and roses. A very smooth drinking and well made Tuscan wine from 
one of the top wine makers in the region. This is a gem!  
 

 
2014 CB Chianti                          $14.95  
For the past 2+ years we have been working on this CB Chianti project. Our CB Chianti is made with the mighty 

Sangiovese grape. It is a well-structured and balanced wine with notes of cherry, ripe fruit and its great acidity makes 

it a perfect food wine. Chianti is a wine which pairs very well with many foods, and excellent with Mexican 

flavours. It is made for us by a very well respected winery in Tuscany called Fattoria Montecchio which is located in 
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San Donato in Poggio. The winery grows all the grapes used in making our wines and we are happy to know the 

provenance of each and every grape. 

 

Veneto 

 
2013 “Il Bugiardo” Ripasso                                   $34.95  

Dark ruby red colour. Intense and elegant aroma of ripe fruit and spices, with a slight scent of vanilla and 
tobacco. Persistent and warm flavour, velvety and harmonic.  
2009  L’Amarone                                    $49.95  
The new evolution in Amarone. This is an exclusive introduction offer from “The Crazy guy from Valpolicella”.  
This is a juicy and “fluffy” style Amarone which is not overly dense or heavy and rather super enjoyable. 
2011 “Il Lussurioso” Amarone della Valpolicella Classico Riserva                   $58.95  
Dark ruby red in colour with garnet shades. Intense, elegant and ripe fruit, raisins and spices aroma with scents of 
vanilla, tobacco, cocoa and licorice. Persistent and warm in flavour, velvety and harmonic.  
 
2013 “L’Imperfetto” Valpolicella Classico Superiore                               $24.95  
Deep ruby red in colour, distinct and elegant aroma of ripe red fruit and black cherry with scents of spices and 
vanilla.  Round in the mouth, velvety and harmonic.  
 

 
2013 Valpolicella Ripasso Superiore                        $22.95  
Smooth and elegant, with hints of ripe cherries, blackberries, exotic spices, cloves, nutmeg and traces of damp pipe 
tobacco.  The sensation it gives in the mouth is soft, vivid and refined.  
 

 

2012 Amarone Classico della Valpolicella DOCG/DOP                         $74.95  
This is a classic Amarone, a dark, deeply rich and intense red garnet color, with spicy and complex aromas of earthy 
ripe fruits; there are hints of black currants, black cherries, dried herbs, and chocolate, and a long, soft, silky finish. 
The spicy, intense aromas of mature red-fruit with strong evolution notes are present both in the nose and on the 
palate. This is also a wine to savour. 

2014 Valpolicella Ripasso DOC/DOP “I Corsi”               $34.95 
A wine with red-ruby color; exceptional balance of pure and balsamic perfumes and a mix of matured fruit and 
spices, with hints of cherry. Tannins are very well balanced, and there is a slight bitterness and a lively acidity which 
supports the entire structure of this wine. 
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Spain 

 
Sub Zone: D.O. Monstant  
2013 Aloja Negre                   $24.95 
This is a very representative DO Montsant wine. It is made with Grenache and Carignan grown on different soil 
types. The Grenache affords us fruit and volume whilst the Carignan gives us colour and structure. There is also a 
little Cabernet Sauvignon in the blend, giving meatiness to this wine. It displays good acidity, minerality, spices and 
is very pleasing. It is easy drinking, be it by the glass or accompanying an infinite number of dishes 
 

 
2013 90 Minuts                                                       $25.95 (Available October 2016)        
Cherry red colour of medium intensity.  The aroma is clean, with notes of ripe black fruit, black spices, sweets, wild 
herbs and a hint of incense. In the mouth the entry is fresh, has a nice intense mouth feel with fruity notes. Tannins 
are ripe, elegant and with finesse. Long finish with hints of wild herbs.  

 
United States 

 
2012 Estate Grown Cabernet Sauvignon                                                 $139.95  
This beautifully balanced & textured 2012 is round and rich in the mouth with great acidity and a framed tannic 
structure. On the finish you will find plum, cherry and blueberry with a hint of lemon drop and boysenberry.  
2012 Eternity                                                     $225.00  
Ideal spring bud break, steady flowering, even fruit set and luxurious, uninterrupted warm days and cool nights made 
for exemplary conditions and optimal ripening. Once on the crush pad, we couldn’t help but celebrate as we watched 
our 2012 Eternity Cabernet berries flow amidst a dark burgundy stream of juice into their French Oak barrels. There 
was no doubt that 2012 would become one of our most memorable vintages. 

 
Argentina 

 
2015 Pasion 4 Malbec                                     $16.95  
This wine has a deep, concentrated red colour with purple hints.  A very expressive wine with ripe, fruity aromas of 
plum, cherry and strawberries as well as notes of mineral, chocolate and vanilla.  Soft and round on the palate with 
velvety and mature tannins, it is well-balanced and full-bodied with a long finish. 
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2015 Pasion 4 Cabernet Sauvignon                                   $22.95  
An attractive, intense ruby red colour.  Lots of varietal character on the nose with notes of ripe peppers, currants and 
spices and a hint of tobacco due to its time in oak.  Great body and structure supported by mature and round tannins 
with persistent finish. 

Chile 

 
2012 Facundo                                        $36.95  
Deep ruby red, on the nose it is complex with black and red fruit, cedar, integrated oak, round palate with nice 
acidity, tannins are present but soften with the aging. Long finish and complex wine. 
 

2014 Bravado                                         $25.95 
Ruby red, on the nose it is expressive with red fruits, cedar integrated oak, round palate with nice acidity, soft 
tannins.  Round and subtle. 

 
White Wines 

Abruzzo 

 
2015 Bislacco Bianco IGT Cilline Pescaresi                          $26.95  
From pale straw yellow with green highlights, the freshness of this wine is evident at first glance. Interesting white 
floral notes mingle in mind sensations of tropical fruit and herbs. On the palate minerality is expressed in a clear and 
distinct, supported by good structure and coherence with its olfactory qualities. The fruit is very present during the 
span of the entire tasting, medium ripe, fresh and intriguing. Good persistence, closing with an almost savory to urge 
a new taste. 
 

Liguria 

 
2015 Colli Di Luni Vermentino          $24.95  
Straw-yellow colour with youthful greenish highlights. Intense, persistent, sophisticated aroma of great elegance, 
with hints of hawthorn, grapefruit, rennet apple, white peach and a pleasing undertone of acacia honey. Fresh and 
properly balanced on the palate, it rewards us with interesting developments of taste. 
 

Piemonte 

 
2014 Moscato D’ Asti DOCG                          $21.95  
Beautiful yellow-green colour, with characteristic gold reflections with a persistent frame of little bubbles. The 

typical aromas are those of white flowers of acacia, passion fruit, and honey with the undergrowth mineral notes of 

salvia, thyme and mint typical of our soils. To the taste it is sapid, agreeable and with a right acid note to contrast the 

remarkable sugar residual coming from a complete grapes ripen that makes this wine pleasant but intense.  
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Sicily 

 

2015 Alhambra Bianco               $16.95  
The colour is clear straw yellow with green highlights. The bouquet is rich, intense and fruity.  The taste is dry, 
tangy, fresh and fruity.   

2013 Grillo                           $22.95  
This is a fresh, elegant wine, with a superior structure.  

 
2012 Carjcanti Sicilia IGT Bianco          $42.95 
A blend of native Carricante and Albanello, autochthonous white grapes which have been cultivated for centuries on 
Mount Iblea in the province of Ragusa. 

 
Veneto 

 
2014 Pinot Grigio I.G.T. Veneto             $13.95  
A typical dry white wine. Light straw colour. A fine elegant clean nose with intense aromas. A dry flavour with 
pleasant green apple notes. Fresh and fruity with a clean and crisp taste. Pleasant length. Lively and easy to drink 
wine. 
 

 
2015 “Il Disperato” Bianco delle Venezie IGT                     $19.95  
100% Garganega; Wow factor white wine, extremely unique take on the “Soave” This innovative style offers fresh 
exotic fruits of apricots, honey, citrus, really enjoyable sipping white wine.  

 
Spain 

 
2015 Lagar de Costa Albarino                           $26.95  
Pale Lemon-green, medium-intense balsamic, herbal and citric (grapefruit and lemon) and white fruit aromas. Fresh 
and penetrating on the palate, recurring citric fruit notes as well as white flowers. Unctuous and long. 
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Sparkling Wines 
 

Sardegna 

 
Prosecco DOC Treviso            $16.95  
Sparkling wine with natural fermentation Charmat method.  Made from grapes of the hills of Treviso. Of pale 
yellow colour, it has the typical fruity, distinctive flavor, pleasant and slightly sweet. Perfect for dessert. 

 
Veneto 

 
2015 Prosecco DOC Millesimato                        $14.95  
The colour is straw yellow with fine and persistent perlage.  The fragrance is pleasant, characteristic and aromatic.  
The flavour is dry and pleasantly fruity.  This product is ideal as an aperitif and during a whole meal. 
 

Rose Wines 
Lombardia 

 
2014 Rosamara Rose DOC                              $24.95 
Very light pink in colour. Hints of hawthorn, sour cherry and pomegranate. A blend of Groppello, Marzemino (both 
rare grapes), Sangiovese and Barbera. A silky, harmonious texture. Slight almond aftertaste. This wine comes in 
cases of 12 bottle 

 
Spirits 

 
 

 
Camilla Grappa                                    $54.95 
A traditional recipe perfect for a light and aromatic digestive. Chamomile plants originating from the uncultivated 
grasslands of our Trentino mountains undergo cold maceration in Grappa for around 30 days to produce a liqueur 
that combines the properties of Grappa and the aromas of chamomile. 
 

 
“Dicotto Lune” Grappa Stravecchia          $99.95  
The bouquet becomes intense; it becomes more ethereal and harmonious. The taste loses the initial angularity and 
becomes rounded giving a perception of elegance and silk on the palate. The colour takes on warm amber tones. The 
Master Distiller continues the maturation until the ideal blend and harmony between wood and Grappa is achieved. 
Thus the Le Diciotto Lune Marzadro, refined Grappa for sipping, is made. 
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“Le Giare” Amarone Grappa                      $112.95  
A single grape Grappa with a fine and decisive aroma and a pleasantly captivating taste that is harmonious and 
persistent on the palate. Obtained by distilling precious Amarone varietals with a Bagnomaria, it is left to age for a 
period of at least 36 months in small oak barrels of 500 liters, during which time the Master Distiller closely monitors 
the development of the blend, checking the scents and aromas to achieve a unique balance. 

 

 
 

Whistle Pig Whiskey                       $154.95  
Whistle pig produces a 100-proof, straight rye whiskey, aged for at least 10 years through a unique double barrel 
process.  


